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Bifurcation Between CPU and GPUBifurcation Between CPU and GPU
CPUsCPUsCPUs CPUs 

General purpose, serialGeneral purpose, serial
GPUsGPUsGPUs GPUs 

Special purpose, parallelSpecial purpose, parallel
CPUs are becoming more parallelCPUs are becoming more parallelg pg p

Dual and quad cores, roadmaps predict manyDual and quad cores, roadmaps predict many--corescores
Unclear how to build or program these manyUnclear how to build or program these many--corescores

GPUs more generalGPUs more general
Gaining momentum for more general appsGaining momentum for more general apps



Is Unification Possible?Is Unification Possible?Is Unification Possible?Is Unification Possible?
Can a single general purpose, manyCan a single general purpose, many--corecoreCan a single general purpose, manyCan a single general purpose, many core core 
processor replace a CPU + GPU?processor replace a CPU + GPU?
It must beIt must be

Standalone Standalone –– no coprocessor neededno coprocessor needed
Easy and flexible to programEasy and flexible to program
Competitive on anything with CPUsCompetitive on anything with CPUs
Competitive on graphics with GPUsCompetitive on graphics with GPUs

We choose a unification candidate (XMT) in part We choose a unification candidate (XMT) in part 
because it satisfies the first 3because it satisfies the first 3
During the Q&A session we welcome your During the Q&A session we welcome your 
thoughts on what else could be usedthoughts on what else could be used



Main Experiment and ResultsMain Experiment and ResultsMain Experiment and ResultsMain Experiment and Results

Can XMT satisfy the 4Can XMT satisfy the 4thth??Can XMT satisfy the 4Can XMT satisfy the 4 ??
Simulate surface shading (a common graphics Simulate surface shading (a common graphics 
app) on GP and GPU representativesapp) on GP and GPU representativesapp) on GP and GPU representatives app) on GP and GPU representatives 
Mixed resultsMixed results

XMT slightly faster on some GPU tasksXMT slightly faster on some GPU tasksXMT slightly faster on some GPU tasksXMT slightly faster on some GPU tasks
GPUs significantly faster on othersGPUs significantly faster on others

Unification unlikely, but momentum may shift Unification unlikely, but momentum may shift 
towards GPtowards GP



CPU History OverviewCPU History OverviewCPU History OverviewCPU History Overview

Serial random access machine programmingSerial random access machine programmingSerial random access machine programming Serial random access machine programming 
modelmodel

Great success story, dominant model for decadesGreat success story, dominant model for decades
Popular for both theory and practicePopular for both theory and practice
Relies on faster serial hardware for performance Relies on faster serial hardware for performance 

ii l ffi i tl ffi i tgains gains -- no longer sufficientno longer sufficient
MultiMulti--cores available (2cores available (2--4 cores/chip)4 cores/chip)
MM h i (100’ 1000’ ) b th i (100’ 1000’ ) b tManyMany--cores on horizon (100’s or 1000’s); but cores on horizon (100’s or 1000’s); but 
how will they looks?how will they looks?



What Will Future CPUs Look Like?What Will Future CPUs Look Like?What Will Future CPUs Look Like?What Will Future CPUs Look Like?

Future from major vendors unclearFuture from major vendors unclearFuture from major vendors unclearFuture from major vendors unclear
Proposals try to look like serial RAM to programmersProposals try to look like serial RAM to programmers
Long term software spiral brokenLong term software spiral brokeng pg p

PRAM (parallel random access machine) PRAM (parallel random access machine) 
Model preferred by programming communityModel preferred by programming community

natural extension of serialnatural extension of serial
scalablescalable
included in major algorithm textbooksincluded in major algorithm textbooksincluded in major algorithm textbooksincluded in major algorithm textbooks

Discounted because of difficulty building oneDiscounted because of difficulty building one
Recently building one has become feasibleRecently building one has become feasible



XMT: eXplicit MultiXMT: eXplicit Multi--ThreadingThreadingXMT: eXplicit MultiXMT: eXplicit Multi ThreadingThreading

PRAMPRAM--onon--chip vision under development at thechip vision under development at thePRAMPRAM onon chip vision under development at the chip vision under development at the 
University of Maryland since 1997University of Maryland since 1997

Targeting ~1000 cores on chipTargeting ~1000 cores on chip
PRAMPRAM--like programmabilitylike programmability
On chip shared L1 cache provides memory bandwidth On chip shared L1 cache provides memory bandwidth 

f PRAMf PRAMnecessary for PRAMnecessary for PRAM
Previous work has established XMT’s performance on Previous work has established XMT’s performance on 
a variety of applicationsa variety of applicationsa variety of applicationsa variety of applications
Simulator and FPGA implementations availableSimulator and FPGA implementations available
www.umiacs.umd.edu/users/vishkin/XMTwww.umiacs.umd.edu/users/vishkin/XMT



Programming XMTProgramming XMTProgramming XMTProgramming XMT
XMTC: SingleXMTC: Single--program multipleprogram multiple--data (SPMD) extension data (SPMD) extension gg p g pp g p ( )( )
of standard C which resembles CRCW PRAM of standard C which resembles CRCW PRAM 
Spawning creates lightweight, asynchronous threads, Spawning creates lightweight, asynchronous threads, 

i l ti ll th d l ti l ti ll th d l tserial execution resumes once all threads completeserial execution resumes once all threads complete



XMT FPGA In UseXMT FPGA In UseXMT FPGA In UseXMT FPGA In Use
64 Processor, 75MHz prototype64 Processor, 75MHz prototype
Used in undergrad theory class (also: nonUsed in undergrad theory class (also: non majormajorUsed in undergrad theory class (also: nonUsed in undergrad theory class (also: non--major major 
Freshmen and 35 highFreshmen and 35 high--school students)school students)

6 significant projects6 significant projects6 significant projects6 significant projects
No architecture discussion, minimal XMTC discussionNo architecture discussion, minimal XMTC discussion



GPU History OverviewGPU History OverviewGPU History OverviewGPU History Overview
Stream programming modelStream programming modelp g gp g g

Streams and kernels: simple and easily exploits Streams and kernels: simple and easily exploits 
locality for some taskslocality for some tasks
Handles irregular, fineHandles irregular, fine--grained, and serial code grained, and serial code 
poorlypoorly

O i i ll i fl iblO i i ll i fl iblOriginally very inflexibleOriginally very inflexible
“Programming” meant setting bits for Muxes“Programming” meant setting bits for Muxes

M d GPU h fl iblM d GPU h fl iblModern GPUs are much more flexibleModern GPUs are much more flexible
C like languagesC like languages
GPGPUGPGPUGPGPUGPGPU
Still tied to stream modelStill tied to stream model



Very High Level GPU PipelineVery High Level GPU PipelineVery High Level GPU PipelineVery High Level GPU Pipeline
Old pipelinedOld pipelined New virtual pipeline New virtual pipeline Old pipelined Old pipelined 
architecturearchitecture

p pp p
architecturearchitecture

Vertex Processing
Computation units 

Fragment Processing
capable of vertex, 

fragment, pixel, and 
other processing

Pixel Processing
p g

Flow Control



More Detailed Modern GPUMore Detailed Modern GPUMore Detailed Modern GPUMore Detailed Modern GPU
FromFrom NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GPU Architecture OverviewNVIDIA GeForce 8800 GPU Architecture OverviewFrom From NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GPU Architecture OverviewNVIDIA GeForce 8800 GPU Architecture Overview

Virtual pipelinedVirtual pipelined



GeForce and XMT SimilaritiesGeForce and XMT SimilaritiesGeForce and XMT SimilaritiesGeForce and XMT Similarities



GeForce and XMT SimilaritiesGeForce and XMT SimilaritiesGeForce and XMT SimilaritiesGeForce and XMT Similarities
Clusters of processors, functional units



GeForce and XMT SimilaritiesGeForce and XMT SimilaritiesGeForce and XMT SimilaritiesGeForce and XMT Similarities

On chip memory and access network



GeForce and XMT SimilaritiesGeForce and XMT SimilaritiesGeForce and XMT SimilaritiesGeForce and XMT Similarities
Control LogicControl Logic



Does XMT Meet Unification Does XMT Meet Unification 
Requirements?Requirements?

Unification requirementsUnification requirementsUnification requirementsUnification requirements
Ability to stand aloneAbility to stand alone
Easy and flexible to programEasy and flexible to programEasy and flexible to programEasy and flexible to program
Must perform GP tasks wellMust perform GP tasks well
Competiti e ith modern GPUsCompetiti e ith modern GPUsCompetitive with modern GPUsCompetitive with modern GPUs

Graphics performance only unknownGraphics performance only unknown
GPUs are a unique competitorGPUs are a unique competitor

Successful, commodity, parallel hardwareSuccessful, commodity, parallel hardware



Our ExperimentOur ExperimentOur ExperimentOur Experiment

Simulated XMT system vs. several real Simulated XMT system vs. several real 
GPUs on fragment shadingGPUs on fragment shadingg gg g

Compute shading Compute shading –– memory light, general memory light, general 
Texture shadingTexture shading –– memory heavy,memory heavy,Texture shading Texture shading memory heavy, memory heavy, 
specializedspecialized

Only fragment shading stage comparedOnly fragment shading stage comparedOnly fragment shading stage comparedOnly fragment shading stage compared



Simulating Fragment ShadingSimulating Fragment ShadingSimulating Fragment ShadingSimulating Fragment Shading

Simulated XMT used in place of theSimulated XMT used in place of theSimulated XMT used in place of the Simulated XMT used in place of the 
fragment shading step in softwarefragment shading step in software

Application Display

Mesa OpenGL
Vertex 
Processing Rasterization Fragment

Shading
Other 
Fragment OpsProcessing Shading Fragment Ops

XMT F t Sh di P
XMT Simulator

XMT Fragment Shading Program



The CompetitorsThe CompetitorsThe CompetitorsThe Competitors

Simulated XMT*

R l d id 2004ATI 700

Simulated XMT*

R l d id 2004ATI 700

Simulated XMT*

R l d id 2004ATI 700

Simulated XMT*

R l d id 2004ATI 700

Released mid 2006NVidia GeForce 7900

Released mid 2004ATI x700

Released mid 2006NVidia GeForce 7900

Released mid 2004ATI x700

Released mid 2006NVidia GeForce 7900

Released mid 2004ATI x700

Released mid 2006NVidia GeForce 7900

Released mid 2004ATI x700

Released mid 2006NVidia GeForce 7900

Released late 2006NVidia GeForce 8800

Released mid 2006NVidia GeForce 7900

Released late 2006NVidia GeForce 8800

Released mid 2006NVidia GeForce 7900

Released late 2006NVidia GeForce 8800

Released mid 2006NVidia GeForce 7900

Released late 2006NVidia GeForce 8800

*Scaled for the same FLOPS level as GeForce 8800*Scaled for the same FLOPS level as GeForce 8800



XMT VariantsXMT VariantsXMT VariantsXMT Variants

We used 3 variants of XMTWe used 3 variants of XMT
Version 1Version 1 -- unmodifiedunmodifiedVersion 1 Version 1 unmodifiedunmodified
Version 2 Version 2 -- with graphics ISAwith graphics ISA

Floor, Fraction, Linear InterpolationFloor, Fraction, Linear Interpolation, , p, , p
Version 3 Version 3 –– graphics ISA and 4graphics ISA and 4--way vector way vector 
computations on 8computations on 8--bit arithmeticbit arithmeticpp



Compute Shader ResultsCompute Shader ResultsCompute Shader ResultsCompute Shader Results

354 FPSx700

2760 FPSGeForce 8800

1917 FPSGeForce 7900

1423 FPSXMT version 1

2760 FPSGeForce 8800

3222 FPSXMT version 2



Texture Shader ResultsTexture Shader ResultsTexture Shader ResultsTexture Shader Results

8632 FPSGeForce 7900

1846 FPSx700

3179 FPSGeForce 8800
8632 FPSGeForce 7900

275 FPSXMT i 2

197 FPSXMT version 1

275 FPSXMT version 2

487 FPSXMT version 3 487 FPS



AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis

XMT compute shades fasterXMT compute shades fasterXMT compute shades faster XMT compute shades faster 
XMT texture shades much slowerXMT texture shades much slower

A t bl f t llA t bl f t llAcceptable for some apps, not allAcceptable for some apps, not all
The GeForce GPUs follow the same trendThe GeForce GPUs follow the same trend

Sacrificing speed on most used apps for Sacrificing speed on most used apps for 
greater flexibility on othersgreater flexibility on others



SummarySummarySummarySummary
Divide between CPU/GPU is blurringDivide between CPU/GPU is blurringgg
A unified system gives A unified system gives 

Ease of programmingEase of programming
Good GP performanceGood GP performanceGood GP performanceGood GP performance
Good graphics performanceGood graphics performance

Combination systems needed for Combination systems needed for truly high truly high yy y gy g
performanceperformance appsapps

An XMT + GPU system could provide the best of both An XMT + GPU system could provide the best of both 
worldsworlds
How to partition between them?  Can they cooperate?How to partition between them?  Can they cooperate?

www.umiacs.umd.edu/users/vishkin/XMTwww.umiacs.umd.edu/users/vishkin/XMT


